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Abstract

Digital technology significantly impacts our everyday social lives and how we conduct business. This
development results in abundant new data generated by people and organizations. Subsequently, future
technological instruments must ensure data sovereignty that empowers individuals to maintain control over
their data. However, data sovereignty is still blurry and conceptually overlaps with similar terminologies,
such as digital and technological sovereignty. From an Information Systems (IS) point of view, delimiting
data sovereignty from digital and technological sovereignty is crucial, creating a uniform understanding,
especially for data ecosystems. Our study contributes to sharpening data sovereignty with a systematic
literature review of 81 articles. It concludes that data sovereignty mainly drives IS activities by protecting
data assets on individual and organizational levels. In contrast, digital sovereignty is shaped by digital
expertise and interoperability, while technological sovereignty is the broadest concept with regulations
and relations on an international level.

Keywords: Data Sovereignty, Digital Sovereignty, Technological Sovereignty, Data Ecosystems, Literature
Review

1 Introduction

Over the past years, the concept of sovereignty in the digital realm has increasingly gained attention in the
international discourse due to data protection and challenges in climate change. Even 28 % of small and
medium companies in the UK confirm that data sovereignty will drive their future decisions over data
handling and storage (4D Data Centres, 2018). In Information Systems (IS) research, it is often used in the
context of data ecosystems to build software systems and architectures that guarantee control over data.
Due to increasing efforts toward digitalization that shape our everyday lives, different actors, amongst
them individuals and organizations, recognize the value of data and want to keep control over it to prevent
unintended usage on distribution. The importance of using data and technologies in a sovereign way to
guarantee a shift into a sustainable society has been recognized (Caravella, Costantini, and Crespi, 2021)
and underlined: "With extensive global digitalisation in all areas of society, our data sovereignty becomes
a core aspect to ensure economic growth and social justice in Europe and to manage climate change"
(AIT, 2022, p. 1). However, companies must face challenges through collaboration and the sharing of data.
These companies understand that data is valuable, and sharing it is necessary not only to stay competitive,
optimize internal business processes, and create new business opportunities but also to face challenges
that single organizations cannot solve independently (Jarke, Otto, and Ram, 2019). Consequently, these
developments show the need for more data sovereignty in research and practice.
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Researchers have studied data sharing and sovereignty concepts, including their application in systems
and organizations. However, the scientific discourse reflects the inaccurate delimitation of data sovereignty
from the commonly used notions of digital and technological sovereignty (Micheli et al., 2020). Despite
differences in the meaning of data, digital and technological sovereignty exist; past research often uses the
concepts as if they were interchangeable or in a wrong way, like introducing data sovereignty with the
concepts belonging to digital sovereignty (Lian, 2021). Due to several simultaneous research activities
in the last years, IS literature misses an analysis of the near past on how the terms relate and influence
each other. Researchers have already pointed to the necessity of an analytic differentiation, identifying
and motivating the problem in the context of sovereignty (Couture and Toupin, 2019) to ensure uniform
research usage and establish their accurate application in practice.
This study aims to guide future studies in delimitating these terminologies. It reviews the recently strongly
rising research field of the quantitatively three most used sovereignty terms in IS research. Therefore, it
aims to answer the following key Research Question (RQ) with the help of a literature review:
How can data sovereignty in Information Systems be delimited from digital and technological sovereignty?
Our analysis structures as follows, including concrete contributions to answer the RQ:
(i) Showing the developments of sovereignty in the analog and digital realm and identifying the research

gap by reviewing related work (sections two and three).
(ii) Explaining the applied, systematic literature review method with its conditions like search strategy

and the conducted procedure to create a final article collection (section four and appendix).
(iii) Visualizing indicators of the relevant literature distribution, showing detailed information of data,

digital and technological sovereignty, including their similarities and differences (section five).
(iv) Guiding future research by showing limitations with a discussion on theoretical and practical implica-

tions and a conclusion of all findings (sections six and seven).

2 Background

Before diving deeper into the concrete form of different expressions, it is essential to show the foundation
of the sovereignty term with its history and meaning in the analog realm.
Bodin (1577) introduced the first definition of sovereignty in the analog sphere that was continuously
adapted over time until now (Adonis, 2019). This lead to different characteristics and focus points of
sovereignty itself, while it "is generally defined as the supreme authority over a political entity (a polity)"
(Couture and Toupin, 2019, p. 2308). In the last decades of the 20th century, the relation of sovereignty
with the digital emerged (Grant, 1983). Different notions and conceptualizations have arisen from there,
like the dominating concepts of data, digital, and technological sovereignty Not only IS coined these
concepts but also related domains from the analog realm formed them over time. That is why the three
concepts require a specialized review and a comprehensive analysis to ensure their relevance in a specific
domain, in this case: IS research.

3 Related Work

Over time, several publications looked at other sovereignty aspects related to different domains. This
chapter presents the most relevant articles on IS-grounded sovereignty terms and their related concepts. It
further describes their delimitation to this work.
Starting with the review from Hummel et al. (2021), they analyze the notions of data, digital, and cyber
sovereignty, focusing on context, values, and agents of the different terms. The authors selected the articles
based on a systematic review and evaluated them, focusing on data sovereignty. In their research, they
did not consider further practical implications. Similarly, Pedreira, Barros, and Pinto (2021) conducted a
literature review on data, digital, and cyber sovereignty. They concentrate on vulnerabilities and outbreaks
in industry scenarios. Whereas Hummel et al. (2021) emphasize the concept of data sovereignty, Pedreira,
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Barros, and Pinto (2021) focus on cybersecurity. However, both reviews do not investigate the concept
of technological sovereignty, even if the European Commission has positioned it as a political objective
(ASD, 2020) and declared it relevant for future technical and non-technical aspects (Maurer et al., 2015).
Besides this, Chapdelaine and McLeod Rogers (2021) refer to data and digital sovereignty without
researching technological sovereignty. The authors look at technological sovereignty from a legal point of
view, especially for media platforms and individuals. Other juridical studies such as Kushwaha, Roguski,
and Watson (2020) elaborate on data sovereignty, touching upon the notions of digital and technological
sovereignty concerning laws such as the US CLOUD Act and other regulations in different regions such
as the UK, Germany, and Poland. Both publications come from the legal field instead of pure IS research.
On a national level, Mawere and van Stam (2020) spotlight data sovereignty issues in Africa, especially
Zimbabwe, based on the health system to guide local government. Besides information about the concept,
the authors also refer to technological sovereignty without referring to digital sovereignty.
In contrast, Asswad and Marx Gómez (2021) discuss the concept of data ownership from an IS point
of view. They describe the role of data ownership and point to its advantages and problems, such as
the structure of the Internet of Things (IoT) data or missing regulations. Finally, a literature analysis
strengthens the results, and the authors use the concept of data ownership relating to data sovereignty in
the technical realm.
Considering related literature, it becomes clear that from an IS point of view, a detailed analysis of the
delimitation of data sovereignty from digital and technological sovereignty does not yet exist. Since
cyber sovereignty is also a frequently discussed topic (Hummel et al., 2021; Pedreira, Barros, and Pinto,
2021), it will not be considered further here. Instead, this study analyzes from an IS point of view, and
"[t]he fact that the majority of academic literature focuses on the legal implications of sovereignty in
cyberspace indicates that the issue of cyber sovereignty is most often framed and understood as a matter
of International Law" (Baezner and Robin, 2018, p. 5).
However, literature shows that researchers have made the first steps in describing the terms (Couture and
Toupin, 2019). They point to the necessity of the analysis to identify and motivate the problem: "One
question that remains open relates to the relationship between different terms" (Couture and Toupin, 2019,
p. 2318). In their research, the authors approach a first differentiation of the terms by creating hypotheses
on the delimitation of data, digital, and technological sovereignty. They mention that future research must
investigate these concepts (Couture and Toupin, 2019). These arguments align with the publication from
Mawere and van Stam (2020). Their research cannot constitute a clear differentiation between data and
technological sovereignty. In addition, Mawere and van Stam (2020) propose comparing the terms by
bringing together different viewpoints to identify their relevance. Therefore, this research extends current
work to answer the RQ mentioned above. It closes the gap of the current unspecific delimitation because
existing ideas are "[. . . ] just hypotheses that would need to be further explored in future works" (Couture
and Toupin, 2019, p. 2318). Even though other related concepts are frequently discussed, our quantitative
analysis focuses on the IS domains instead of concepts from indigenous people like indigenous data
sovereignty (Taylor and Kukutai, 2016) or international law like cyber sovereignty (Baezner and Robin,
2018).

4 Research Design

This study conducts a systematic literature review, analyzing the three most used terms in IS research
data sovereignty, digital sovereignty, and technological sovereignty in detail. Since sovereignty aspects
are not only relevant to science but also in industry and politics, the present research is based on the
recommendations from Webster and Watson (2002) and the guidelines from vom Brocke et al. (2015),
extended by a Multivocal Literature Review (MLR). Besides classical reviews on scientific publications
(white literature), an MLR increases the scope by including political speeches and technical reports from
practitioners (grey literature) to focus on real-world problems due to the combination of academic research
and practice (Garousi, Felderer, and Mäntylä, 2019). This study refers to the rationale of Benzies et al.
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(2006) to include grey literature, which is, among others, the low quality of evidence. Further, the context
for implementing the intervention (Benzies et al., 2006) is vital for sovereignty aspects and strengthens
the consideration of publications from practice. Especially in topics around sovereignty whose contexts
have policy and industry focus, the inclusion of grey literature provides added value (Benzies et al., 2006).
This literature review executes the searches to identify white literature using a keyword-based approach,
applied to varying sources to collect journal articles, conference proceedings, and book chapters. Various
databases have different key areas and are sometimes limited to specific publishers. This study selected
the following five: IEEE Xplore for computer science and technical publications, AISeL and ACM for
an IS focus, and ProQuest and Science Direct to include other adjacent domains. In every database, the
search strings technological sovereignty, digital sovereignty, and data sovereignty are used, resulting in
15 searches. Every search term is split into its two components (e.g., "data" and "sovereignty") connected
with an AND operator to identify literature that divides the words in a text part without using, e.g.,
"data sovereignty" in one. Here, the title, abstract, and keywords were searched, as Bandara et al. (2015)
recommended, without any publication date restriction. The top of Figure 1 shows the resulting numbers
based on searches made in April 2022.

Search String

(Title: 𝑋 OR Abstract: 𝑋 OR Keyword: 𝑋)
AND

(Title: “Sovereignty“ OR Abstract: “Sovereignty“ OR Keyword: “Sovereignty“)

𝑋 ∈ {“Technological”, “Digital”, “Data”}

81 Relevant Articles

Technological
Sovereignty

Digital
Sovereignty

Data
Sovereignty

IEEE Xplore 2 4 53

AISeL 0 0 4

ProQuest 16 17 49

ACM 1 4 14

Science Direct 5 5 22

Σ 24 30 142

Backward Search + Meta-Search Engine

+ 44 Articles
(White & Grey Literature)

Filtering + Selection

Filtering + Selection

Remove Duplicates
(10 duplicates)

Figure 1. Literature Search Process.

Ten duplicate entries were found in the downstream intermediate step, which led to a reduction from 196
to 186 articles. Here, some entries are listed in two of the five databases, and others are shown two times in
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the ProQuest results because this service summarizes 18 databases and can lead to internal duplicates. Due
to the precise selection of the databases with mostly disjoint subsets of results, a high number of duplicates
is prevented in advance. This first literature set is subject to a full-text scan to check its relevance based on
the RQ as the first selection criteria for relevant articles. For this purpose, the texts were searched for the
three terms data sovereignty, digital sovereignty, and technological sovereignty and checked if they give a
concrete definition, discussion, implementation, or explanation as an inclusion/exclusion criteria. Thus,
all articles that do not give new insights about at least one of the three terms, focus on other topics or only
mention one term without further details are filtered out. Concerning inter-coder reliability, inconclusive
cases are discussed, evaluated, and documented with an exclusion reason in a protocol by the author team
to create a final decision and prevent subjectivity.
As described in the recommendations from Webster and Watson (2002), this study applies a backward
search of the key literature after the previous filtering step. Here, the authors checked and analyzed
all references on the relevant text parts identified in the previous step, whether white or grey literature.
At this stage, Kuhrmann, Fernández, and Daneva (2017) suggest extending the primary search with
results from a meta-search engine such as Google. This approach supports the inclusion of additional
academic publications not listed in the five databases and additional grey literature. It is in line with the
MLR guideline seven of Garousi, Felderer, and Mäntylä (2019) that focuses on, e.g., additional web
searches. Since many results exist, only 1st tier grey literature with a more known outlet control and
expertise is analyzed. It excludes 2nd and 3rd-tier grey literature like Q/A sites, emails, or tweets (Garousi,
Felderer, and Mäntylä, 2019). Finally, the authors stopped the process at the theoretical saturation, based
on guideline eight of an MLR (Garousi, Felderer, and Mäntylä, 2019). At this stage, this research identifies
additional 44 articles for review.
The current white and grey literature collection is subject to the same filtering and selection step described
above. The resulting set consists of 81 articles, 52 extracted from the databases and 29 found by the
backward search or with the help of the meta-search engine. Besides its content, this study analyzes the
collection by tagging every article with metadata such as title, author, publication date, category, source,
country of the main authors’ institution, and similar facts. The overall process is summarized in Figure 1 to
avoid existing concealment problems in IS literature reviews and to ensure replicability (vom Brocke et al.,
2009). The final article overview is shown in the Appendix in Table 1 to ensure complete transparency.
Upon request, the full list, including all sources and analyzed details like country distribution, is shared to
ensure complete repeatability.

5 Results

The following section presents the findings from the systematic literature review with a downstream
thematic classification. For this purpose, the authors thoroughly analyzed all relevant articles by extracting
the terms’ information concerning the RQ.
After a descriptive overview of the literature set, the authors describe data, digital, and technological
sovereignty in detail and show their origin and current usages. Based on the RQ, a summary of every term
and their relation to data sovereignty can be found in the textbox at the end of every subsection. They are
not intended to create a new definition but to conclude the findings from the different descriptions of the
articles from the literature review. Subsequently, for the derivation of future action recommendations, all
information is analyzed concerning IS research to show the differences between data sovereignty and the
other terms depicted in Figure 5.

5.1 Descriptive Findings

Research on sovereignty in the digital realm first occurred in the last decades of the 20th century (Grant,
1983). However, most data, digital, and technological sovereignty publications stem from the last years.
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Figure 2. Cumulative Publication Time Distribution of the Past Ten Years on the Relevant Literature Set.

Figure 2 shows the cumulative number of publications for every term in the last ten years based on the
relevant literature set from the literature review. Articles are counted in the statistic if they cover one
of the three sovereignty aspects. Around 11 % of the scanned literature refers to publications that do
not exclusively focus on data, digital, or technological sovereignty but observe more than one term. An
example is the research of Pedreira, Barros, and Pinto (2021) that mentions digital and data sovereignty.
In this case, the authors counted this paper twice, one time for every category. The graph shows that since
2018, data sovereignty has been the most discussed term, while digital and technological sovereignty are
also increasingly gaining attention.

54.3 % 19.8 % 14.8 % 11.1 %

Terminology Distribution by Term

Data
Sovereignty

Digital
Sovereignty

Technological
Sovereignty

Multiple
Terms

Figure 3. Terminology Distribution on the Relevant Literature Set.

More concretely, 54.3 % of the 81 articles specialize in data sovereignty, while 19.8 % focus on digital
sovereignty and 14.8 % cover technological sovereignty, summarized in Figure 3. The rapid simultaneous
increase in research further motivates a structured review of past results to guide future research and
prevent misunderstandings in the delimitation of the terms.
During the literature search and selection, every article of the final literature set is assigned to a country
based on the location of the main authors’ institutions to create a location-based distribution of the
publications shown in Figure 4. Here, the authors aggregated the countries to their associated continents
and rounded the percentage values to whole numbers. While there are no publications from South America
and, logically, Antarctica, only one publication from Africa (Mawere and van Stam (2020)) and one from
Australia / Oceania (Vaile (2014)) are present. Therefore, the research is mainly conducted in Europe,
followed by North American and Asian countries based on quantitative measurement. Most European
papers are published by German researchers, followed by publications from France (six papers) and
the United Kingdom (six papers). The rest is split up between different European countries like the
Netherlands, Belgium, and Italy (three papers each), Finland, and Spain (two papers each), and others
with one publication each.
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1 %1 %1 %1 %1 %1 %1 %1 %

15 %15 %15 %15 %15 %15 %15 %15 % 72 %72 %72 %72 %72 %72 %72 %72 % 11 %11 %11 %11 %11 %11 %11 %11 %

1 %1 %1 %1 %1 %1 %1 %1 %

Publication Distribution by Continent

Europe : 72 %

North America 15 %

Asia 11 %

Africa 1 %

Australia 1%

Figure 4. Publication Continent Distribution on the Relevant Literature Set.

5.2 Concepts of Sovereignty

Different conceptualizations of sovereignty terminology in the digital have appeared in recent decades. We
focus on the most used notions in IS research data, digital and technological sovereignty. Cyber sovereignty
(Couture and Toupin, 2019; Pohle and Thiel, 2020), in contrast to digital sovereignty, comprises the
physical dimension of sovereignty in cyberspace (Baezner and Robin, 2018) and constitutes only one
aspect of digital sovereignty providing the motivations for the researchers to exclude it from this study’
delimitation. The results are formed under the consideration of mixed terms such as digital data sovereignty
(Aydin and Bensghir, 2019), personal data sovereignty (Micheli et al., 2020), or urban technological
sovereignty (Vadiati, 2022). This study’s scope does not include the delimitation of little-used terms such
as AI or 5G sovereignty (Floridi, 2020). Besides, the present research does not discuss terms from other
domains without a full technical or IS focus, such as indigenous (Taylor and Kukutai, 2016), food, body,
or state sovereignty (Couture and Toupin, 2019).

5.2.1 Data Sovereignty

Data sovereignty is the term most used based on the findings of the present literature review (Figure 2).
Fifty-one publications of the relevant literature basket form the following results. However, the term
lacks a unique definition, and research shows that its usage does not happen consistently (Martens and
Zscheischler, 2022; Micheli et al., 2020). It was initially taken up in 2001, with the first ideas mentioned
in the US Patriot Act (Hallinan, 2022). When using the term data sovereignty, researchers often refer
to what is understood by the concept of (data) self-determination (Banse, 2021; Hummel et al., 2018;
Jarke, Otto, and Ram, 2019). The scope of the term is broad and includes different requirements around
data, such as confidentiality and data integrity, with the protection against unwanted modifications or data
availability (Nugraha, Kautsarina, and Sastrosubroto, 2015). Therefore, it is relevant for individuals and
organizations (Jarke, Otto, and Ram, 2019).
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For further understanding, the terminology has to be analyzed from an IS and Software Engineering (SE)
point of view. In a classical data transfer, a person, organization, or system (referred to as a data provider)
shares data with a third party (referred to as a data consumer) and wants to keep control over it (Otto et al.,
2019; Zrenner et al., 2019). One example is medical data that belong to a patient (data provider) who can
decide and allow access to hospitals or doctors (data consumer) (Plateaux et al., 2013). Since the data
have to be secured, data sovereignty means that a data provider can decide and keep control over his or
her data. Unfortunately, practice often solves it with written contracts or oral agreements, which regularly
fail and can be prevented with technical solutions (Zieglmeier and Pretschner, 2021).
So far, different technical solutions and architectures have arisen that aim to take up data sovereignty
ideas. One attempt is the International Data Spaces (IDS) initiative, building up data spaces and data
ecosystems based on a reference architecture model to enable sovereign data transfers with the help of
different components such as IDS Connectors (Otto et al., 2019). Other ideas are trustworthy architectures
(Zieglmeier and Pretschner, 2021), connector-based communication schemes for IoT devices (Qarawlus
et al., 2021), blockchain integration (Hong and Kim, 2020), or combinations with other standards such as
the Industrie 4.0 Asset Administration Shell (AAS) (Redeker et al., 2020).
Developing systems and architectures or building concepts for technical solutions in IS or SE must meet
personal or organizational requirements and comply with the law. In the context of data sovereignty,
business and countries formulate requirements in the form of regulations to protect individuals, as seen
with the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), approved in 2016. Such regulations focus
on national data sovereignty, a term taken up by Irion (2012), building the transition to digital and
technological sovereignty. Therefore, developers, system architects, and researchers must look at data
sovereignty and understand other terms and requirements to create compliant data sovereign solutions,
even if they are mainly coined by other domains such as economic or political science.

Concepts of self-determination and the capability of a data provider to keep control over their
own data assets form the term data sovereignty. Among other things, it is used in the IS and SE
domains to create technical solutions to protect individual and company data and highly depends
on economic, political, and legal aspects.

5.2.2 Digital Sovereignty

Since the meaning and usage of digital sovereignty differ from data sovereignty, the scientific discourse
must avoid using both as synonyms. Researchers discuss the concept and its history in detail, shown by the
24 articles of the final literature set. The first ideas go back to the late 1990s. Key events like the Patriot
Act in 2001, the Snowden disclosure in 2013, Brexit in 2016, and the COVID pandemic in 2020 formed
the term and changed its definitions (Hallinan, 2022). Similar to the other discussed concepts, digital
sovereignty has no unique definition because of its changes over time and its dependence on context and
stakeholders (Hallinan, 2022).
Due to the formative sociopolitical events during the last years, different nations recognized problems
in protecting their citizens in the digital realm that triggered discussions and actions around a nation’s
digital sovereignty (Pohle and Thiel, 2020). Derived measures include the control and influence of the
digital world formed by hardware, software, and infrastructure (Floridi, 2020). However, problems arise
because nations can enact local laws and regulations, but cyberspace goes beyond it and covers the whole
world. While, for example, governments can regulate the construction of internet cables across borders,
the governance of data that flows through it is more complex. Therefore, research coins the attempt to
create generalized regulations based on territory and borders regarding data flows as digital sovereignty
and accompanying terms such as cyberspace or territorial sovereignty (Cattaruzza et al., 2016; Hallinan,
2022). The study deliberately chooses to analyze digital sovereignty because apart from territorial aspects
of cyber sovereignty, it moreover comprises aspects of the digital transformation from a political point of
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view (Pohle and Thiel, 2020). Former German Chancellor Angela Merkel further clarified in her speech
in 2019: "[...] digital sovereignty does not mean protectionism [...] rather, it describes the ability both
of individuals and society to shape the digital transformation in a self-determined way" (Merkel, 2019).
Thus, regulations act as an enabler for digital sovereignty because they shape the concept’s perception and
development.
Besides the political and territorial focus that relates more to control than authority (Cattaruzza et al.,
2016), digital sovereignty significantly impacts enterprises and individuals. Businesses and states influence
the notion of digital sovereignty in sometimes contrasting ways. On the one hand, companies build, design,
and actively participate in the digital realm. In contrast, states use control mechanisms and deploy
regulations, sometimes decelerating innovative processes and societal progress (Floridi, 2020). On an
individual level, digital sovereignty relates to the concept of interoperability. Another significant element
is the freedom to select and use digital assets without being bound to a specific technology (Kagermann,
Streibich, and Suder, 2021).

Digital sovereignty focuses on actions, expertise, and control mechanisms in the digital world,
while publications often concentrate on territorial borders in the political and economic realm. It
helps protect businesses and individuals from selecting and using technology and digital assets in
an interoperable way. Regarding data sovereignty, digital regulations, and economic actions are
implemented in software systems and directly influence data handling, covered in IS research.

5.2.3 Technological Sovereignty

Regarding the broadest concept, research refers to tech-, technology- or technological sovereignty in 17
publications of our gathered literature basket. Its origins go back to the 20th century, with one of the first
technological sovereignty definitions described as "the capability and the freedom to select, to generate or
acquire and to apply, build upon and exploit commercial technology needed for industrial innovation"
(Grant, 1983, p. 240). In these early days, the term referred to the ability of different states to develop,
use and produce their technologies and innovations (Couture and Toupin, 2019). The main element that
characterizes technological sovereignty is the capability to build techniques and other products, including
competencies and licenses. Besides, Grant (1983) describes technological sovereignty as a guarantor of
freedom due to reduced dependencies on other states. This assumption is grounded in the fact that licenses
and regulations are needed to allow and enable industrial and productive innovations (Grant, 1983).
On closer inspection, these studies assume that states must produce and control all resources and invest
in their research as a necessary derivation for building products and infrastructures without external
dependencies. However, this feasibility must be questioned because most states can only enable local
production and invention with import and export relationships with other countries. For example, rare-earth
elements are primarily mined in Asia but are relevant in Europe to build electrical products. European
dependencies from the United States in various domains extend a strong international link (Crespi et al.,
2021). Therefore, researchers extended the concept of technological sovereignty, which does not mean
autarky or complete technological independence (Edler et al., 2021). Cooperations and communication
are necessary to build trade relationships and create innovations (March and Schieferdecker, 2021). These
aspects can be found in the definition from Edler et al. (2020): "We define technology sovereignty as
the ability of a state or a federation of states to provide the technologies it deems critical for welfare,
competitiveness, and its ability to act and to be able to develop these or source them from other economic
areas without one-sided structural dependency" (Edler et al., 2020, p. 8).
Due to its increasingly linked national and international relations, technological sovereignty became
relevant in politics. Since 2019 it has been included in political debates (March and Schieferdecker, 2021)
and integrated into political strategies. In her speech in 2020, European Commission’s president von der
Leyen described it as Europe’s capability to make choices based on its values and rules (von der Leyen,
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2020). Accordingly, the importance of technological sovereignty can be underlined by its position in the
digital strategy of the EU (European Commission, 2020). Concerning the conflict of complete autarky
and international trade, technological sovereignty, in the understanding of the European Commission, is a
baseline of self-supply extended by solid import and export relationships for resistance against crises such
as pandemics, wars or others (ASD, 2020). However, the topic is significant in Europe and other states
like Canada, Australia (Couture and Toupin, 2019), Brazil, and China (Maurer et al., 2015). March and
Schieferdecker (2021) further summarize these political aspects: "Technological sovereignty is the ability
of a polity to self-determinedly shape the development and use of technologies and technology-based
innovations which impact its political and economic sovereignty" (March and Schieferdecker, 2021,
p. 9). Technological sovereignty includes several trends like data storage location, new undersea cables,
localized routing, and others (Maurer et al., 2015).

Technological sovereignty activities focus on a political level with a sometimes national but more
international focus. Strategies and regulations influence how sovereign data systems are built.
Strong country cooperation relationships support keeping control over resources and influence data
sovereignty activities by reducing dependencies.

5.3 Sovereignty in IS Research

As described in the literature overview section, sovereignty has reached momentum in the last few years.
The literature review reveals that data sovereignty proves assertiveness in IS research since it describes
essential parts of developing technologies.

Digital
Sovereignty

• Interoperability
• Digital expertise
• Control over IT infrastructure
• Political / economical focus

Technological
Sovereignty

• Legal protectionism
• Strong relations
• Control over resources
• Internat. political focus

Data
Sovereignty

• Self-determination
• Technical implementations
• Control over data
• Individual / company focus

Figure 5. Delimitation of the Analyzed Sovereignty Terms.

A summary of the main characteristics related to IS in the style of Calzada (2021a) is presented in Figure 5.
Here, digital sovereignty refers to the digital literacy of a population and the level of development of
digitization concepts. Furthermore, it influences IS research through the strong orientation with political
and economic focus and their request for more interoperability.
Instead, technological sovereignty, as the broadest concept, is essential in the political discourse, often on
an international level, as shown by initiatives from the EU. This concept focuses on the technical usage
and sometimes independence of resources from other nations and trade areas with strong relations. It is
often associated with freedom and dependencies on political levels.
The review also shows that data sovereignty in IS research, the ability to control individual or organiza-
tional data assets, cannot be limited to one research domain. Therefore, observing adjacent fields such as
digital or technological sovereignty from an IS point of view is crucial to fully understand how they form
and influence the definition of data sovereignty. For example, economic activities and political regulations
directly impact system development processes and the definition of data sovereignty. Examples are the
recently introduced Data Act on a European level (Perarnaud and Fanni, 2022) or regulations from other
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regions like the US CLOUD Act or the Personal Information Protection Law (PIPL) of China. Also, if
regulations on an international or national level are discussed for technological or digital sovereignty, they
control and shape how data sovereignty can be realized in software and algorithms.

6 Discussion

This IS research-based delimitation of data sovereignty from digital and technological sovereignty, as
described in the RQ, serves as a necessity for future research. A mutual understanding of the terms’
similarities, differences, and usage is crucial for further developments in the digital economy and SE
projects, especially in all data-driven innovations in data spaces and data ecosystems. Since the results from
the literature review set a first starting point, implications for theory and practice, as well as limitations
and points of contact for future research, have to be discussed.

6.1 Theoretical Implications

Prior research has shown differences between data, digital and cyber sovereignty (Hummel et al., 2021;
Pedreira, Barros, and Pinto, 2021). However, the importance of technological sovereignty has increased.
It has overtaken cyber sovereignty, as shown by current research activities in the academic domain and
the positioning on political levels like the European Commission (ASD, 2020). Especially in IS and SE
research, data sovereignty, unlike others, finds a concrete application without a clear delimitation. Since
previous work started with assumptions, they motivate future research activities (Couture and Toupin,
2019) concerning a comparison (Mawere and van Stam, 2020).
This study works on the gap by systematically reviewing the past in the academic and practical domains.
The results show the theoretical importance, especially since 2018 (Figure 2). Quantitatively, a clear
overweighting of data sovereignty with a strong European focus is shown (Figure 4). It strengthens, on
the one hand, the need for a clear delimitation, but on the other hand, it poses the question of why some
regions are more underrepresented than others. The final thematic classification has implications for future
IS activities and other related sovereignty domains, such as political, economic, and legal perspectives.

6.2 Practical Implications

The results show that the different concepts focus on different domains, which leads to direct implications
for practice. As stated above, the concepts have strong relationships and influence each other. A geopolitical
decision for technological sovereignty acts on digital sovereignty and influences concrete software products
and their development process in private and industrial contexts. Therefore, practical key players must
understand the differences and evaluate the dependencies and impacts. It is further crucial that these
domains work together to prevent isolated concepts and misunderstandings.
In extension to the sustainable aspects mentioned in the introduction, companies and countries have to
work together to steer in the direction of carbon neutrality and to achieve the agreed targets in the Paris
Agreement (Caravella, Costantini, and Crespi, 2021). Data ecosystems and current research projects such
as the IDS or GAIA-X help with this challenge in a practical context by creating systems built on data
sovereign principles that follow the strategies and regulations of digital and technological sovereignty.
Building on the results of this work, delimitating the term helps to strengthen trust between different
parties through the internalization of data-sharing principles needed to accelerate innovation to solve
sustainable challenges.

6.3 Limitations and Future Research

Despite careful work and evaluation, this study and the results have some limitations and points of contact
for future research, discussed in the following.
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Firstly, the search term selection only focuses on the three concepts: data, digital and technological
sovereignty. Research has shown several papers discussing similar ideas, such as data protection, owner-
ship, and maintaining usage or access control. One example is shown in the paper from Gates and Slonim
(2003), addressing privacy, control, and data aspects without mentioning any sovereignty term. In this case,
research might relate to data sovereignty without using the term. Therefore, further research is essential
to understand better the relationship between the concepts of data sovereignty and data protection, data
ownership, or similar terms.
Secondly, Figure 4 depicts the original distribution of the literature based on the main authors’ institution.
Notably, a large part of the publications is rooted in Europe, with an apparent underrepresentation of Africa,
Australia, and South America (<= 1%). Future research needs to evaluate the reasons and implications of
the distribution and possible effects on transnational activities, like impacts on software implementations
used in different regions.
Thirdly, this research’s results do not clearly show, that the motivation for more sovereignty often lies
in achieving more sustainability. Since the implementation of data sovereignty can promote more data
sharing, sustainability goals can be achieved because organizations share their data for a greater common
good to achieve more climate protection (DSSC, 2023). However, this study’s focus did not cover the
link between sustainability goals and the implementation of one of the sovereignty terms in detail and
therefore needed to be discussed in future research.
Lastly, we argued that technological and digital sovereignty influence data sovereignty in IS research, as
shown by several examples like national or international regulations that protect individual or organiza-
tional data. It is still unsettled if data sovereign models or systems can be created, even if none of the other
two concepts are implemented. Future research has to analyze each concept’s realization and how this
encourages or prevents others.

7 Conclusion

Our literature has pointed out the delimitation of data sovereignty from digital and technological
sovereignty and aims to contribute to a better understanding and coordinated usage of the concepts.
Concluding, it is recommendable for IS research not to use data, digital, and technological sovereignty as
if they were interchangeable concepts – they do not mean the same. Instead, the results of the RQ can be
summarized as follows:
The concept of data sovereignty is embedded in IS research and used in the context of control over data
on an individual or organizational level. Instead, technological sovereignty is essential in the political
discourse with mostly international targets. This concept focuses on the usage and reduced dependencies
of resources from other nations and trade areas and the preservation of solid relations. Therefore, the target
of digital sovereignty lies in the political and economic realm. It refers to the digital literacy of a population
and the level of development of an organization’s digital features with control over infrastructures and
aspects of interoperability.
As shown in the discussion, the delimitation of data sovereignty from adjacent fields, such as digital
sovereignty and technological sovereignty, is essential to give future research and software architecture
development a fundamental groundwork for using the terminologies with unanswered questions. Moreover,
as pointed out in the study, data sovereignty cannot only be viewed from an IS research perspective since
it is interwoven with other domains that influence it and contribute to the developments in the digital
economy.
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1 Adonis (2019) x
2 ASD (2020) x
3 Aydin and Bensghir (2019) x
4 Banse (2021) x
5 Bauer et al. (2019) x
6 Bendiek and Neyer (2020) x
7 Braud et al. (2021) x
8 Calzada (2021a) x
9 Calzada (2021b) x

10
Caravella, Costantini, and
Crespi (2021)

x

11 Cattaruzza et al. (2016) x

12
Chapdelaine and McLeod
Rogers (2021)

x x

13 Chen et al. (2020) x
14 Christakis (2020) x
15 Corbett and Cochrane (2020) x
16 Couture and Toupin (2019) x x x
17 Crespi et al. (2021) x x
18 Cuno et al. (2019) x
19 Dabrock (2020) x
20 Diesen (2021) x
21 Edler et al. (2020) x
22 Edler et al. (2021) x

23
Esposito, Castiglione, and
Choo (2016)

x

24 Esposito et al. (2019) x
25 European Commission (2020) x
26 Filippi and McCarthy (2012) x
27 Floridi (2020) x
28 Friedrichsen and Bisa (2016) x
29 German Ethics Council (2017) x
30 Grant (1983) x

31
Gupta, Lanteigne, and Kings-
ley (2020)

x

32 Hallinan (2022) x
33 Hartsch et al. (2021) x
34 Hong and Kim (2020) x
35 Hummel et al. (2018) x
36 Hummel et al. (2021) x x
37 Irion (2012) x

38
Janardhanan and Mas-
Machuca (2022)

x x

39 Jarke, Otto, and Ram (2019) x

40
Kagermann, Streibich, and
Suder (2021)

x

41 Komaitis (2021) x
42 Kukkola (2018) x

Table 1. Final Literature Set.
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43
Kushwaha, Roguski, and Wat-
son (2020)

x x x

44 Lauf et al. (2021) x
45 Lian (2021) x
46 Litvinenko (2021) x
47 Lynch (2020) x
48 Mannhardt et al. (2019) x

49
March and Schieferdecker
(2021)

x

50 Mark (2019) x

51
Martens and Zscheischler
(2022)

x

52 Maurer et al. (2015) x
53 Mawere and van Stam (2020) x x
54 Merkel (2019) x
55 Micheli et al. (2020) x
56 Mooy (2017) x

57
Munoz-Arcentales et al.
(2019)

x

58 Nagel and Lycklama (2021) x
59 Nast et al. (2020) x

60
Nugraha, Kautsarina, and Sas-
trosubroto (2015)

x

61 Otto (2019) x
62 Otto and Burmann (2021) x

63
Pedreira, Barros, and Pinto
(2021)

x x

64
Peterson, Gondree, and Bev-
erly (2011)

x

65 Plateaux et al. (2013) x
66 Pohle and Thiel (2020) x

67
Polatin-Reuben and Wright
(2014)

x

68 Posch (2017) x
69 Qarawlus et al. (2021) x
70 Redeker et al. (2020) x
71 Ruohonen (2021) x
72 Ruparelia (2016) x
73 Sarabia-Jacome et al. (2019) x
74 Schleicher et al. (2011) x
75 Singi et al. (2020) x
76 Tan, Chi, and Lam (2022) x x
77 Taylor (2020) x
78 Vaile (2014) x
79 von der Leyen (2020) x

80
Zieglmeier and Pretschner
(2021)

x

81 Zrenner et al. (2019) x
∑ 81 publications 51 24 17
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